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The LABlue software runs under Windows operating systems (8, 7, Vista, and XP). Depending on 

the kind of environment you can choose between a standard computer or a rugged computer 

designed for industrial use (It complies 

with IP65 protection and 

MIL-STD-810G). 

The LABlue  is delivered with the 

computer and ready for use.

Touch screen

COMPUTER OPTIONS

 

The built-in electronic inclinometer 

keeps you from having to adjust 

levels and indicates at all times the 

shaft rotation angle. 

LABlue uses an extremely precise 

and linear detector therefore does 

not require any correction. The 

chain universal brackets are very 

easy to put on and take what 

makes fast work.   

Horizontal and Vertical
shaft alignment

Wi-Fi communication

Advanced and Accurate Laser Shaft Alignment System 
of Horizontal and Vertical Rotating Machinery

One Laser

Choise of
Languages  

This is the 5th generation  resulting from over 15 years of experience in laser alignment. Its 

sturdy heads are made of aircraft anodized aluminum making them perfect for use in industrial 

environment. The small size laser transmitter-receiver head has a built-in long lasting battery 

(more than 6 hours operation) with a charging status signaling which avoids having cables. The 

wireless communication is via Bluetooth.

Batery charging
 status signaling
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MEASUREMENT

 

0 3 6 9 Mode

Multipoint

Allows precise and quick machine verification and 
correction of shaft alignment condition in only 3 steps:

Machines Train

Easy and Fast

MACHINE DIMENSION

Extension Mode feature allows 

you to continue measuring when 

the laser leaves the detector.

Settings in LABlue are quick and easy. Simply choose whether to work with 

two machines or a train of machines, select the machine type and enter measu-

res such as distances, coupling's diameter and rotational speed (RPM)  in the 

blank boxes. You can start filling in any box as the order does not matter. To 

guide you throughout all steps contextual help will appear in a box at the 

bottom of the screen indicating the input values   in each case.

Solves three machines train

When saving the file, the 

machines settings are saved 

for use in subsequent mea-

surements without having to 

re-enter all data. This makes 

your job easier and saves 

you time!

Measurement is simple and easily performed by rotating the 

shafts from any position and in any sense. You can choose 

between different measuring modes as continuous,  0369 or 

multipoint. In case you are unable to make a full shaft turn 

you can use the restricted rotation mode. You can align 

uncouple shafts and shafts that 

cannot rotate.

Restricted Rotation

Shafts that
cannot rotate

Continuos Mode  

Machines settings

Vertical machines

LABlue 

Uncoupled shafts
alignment



Print Reports

RESULTS

Move Function

If the shafts are misaligned you should proceed to 

align them moving the movable machine so that 

the values in the coupling   approach to zero. First 

you must correct vertically placing supplements in 

the movable machine feet and then horizontally 

moving the movable machine in that plane. 

LABlue makes this correction in real- time with 

the MOVE function.

Once the measurement is completed results will appear in graphical and numerical 

values   of offset and gap in the vertical and horizontal views corresponding to the 

values   in the coupling. The offset is the distance between two lines in the plane of 

transmission of the coupling, while the gap is the angle between the two shafts 

multiplied by the diameter of the coupling. These values   take into account any 

correction made by Targets or Thermal Growth if such options are active. The 

results include the vertical and horizontal position of the machine foots to enable 

the correction.

Inmediate Results 

Vertical Machine Results

2nd Coupling Results in a horizontal machines train Machines train results 

LABlue lets you save results and retrieve alignment jobs data so you 

can keep a record of the different machines.

You can document and print reports via Wi-Fi or USB output from any 

printer set as default in your network.

Report - 1st page

Report - 2nd page



THERMAL GROWTH

     TOLERANCES SELECTION

SOFT FOOT DETECTION

Thermal Growth

Tolerances Tables

The tolerance on the coupling depends on the machi-

ne dimensions and RPM. 

The LABlue system has two tables loaded, one 

"Excellent" for highly precise alignments and other 

"Acceptable" for normal alignments. When the 

tolerance table is active in both views of the graph 

results appears a vertical green line indicating 

tolerance in offset and an angle formed by two green 

lines indicating tolerance in andle. If the values   are 

within tolerance in the results screen the word  "Verify" 

appears in the box, on the contrary, if the values are 

out of tolerance "Do not Verify" will appear, in this case 

you must correct the position of the machine.

Soft Foot occurs when one foot of the 

machine or more does not rest 

perfectly on its foundation or base.  

Therefore whenever loosened and 

re-bolted the foot rests differently, 

making it impossible to align the 

machine. There are two kinds of soft 

foot, Parallel when one foot is too short 

or long, and Angular when the foot is 

bent.  Soft Foot must be checked for 

before aligning the shafts. LABlue 
soft foot function enables to do this 

quickly and easily.

Thermal Growth is the machine undergoing 

deformation when it heats. Usually machines 

manufacturers provide this data as a "target" 

(relative vertical and horizontal position of the 

shafts in the coupling)  or growth values in 

feet when the machine is stopped and cold. If 

thermal growth values and its directions are 

known they can be entered and considered 

for the alignment. So that when the machine 

reaches the operating temperature it will be 

perfectly aligned.

Soft Foot

SYSTEM TOOLS: Entering special alignment parameters, 
Tolerances Tables and soft foot
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Information is subject to change without notice
due to continuous product development.

Please refer to current specifications
before issuing the purchase order.

+1. 917. 975. 5874

2150 McClelland St

Apt# 240

Salt Lake City, UT, 84106

UNITED STATES

ABS plastic case watertight and unbreakable 

Made in USA LABlue

FEATURES - SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS

Laser-optical shaft alignment of horizontal and vertical machines.
Solves horizontal machine train alignment.
Measurement in machines with restricted shaft rotation.
Multipoint mode function.
Continous mode function.
Detector Extending mode for great misalignment.
Live Move for horizontal correction.
Coupling Targets and Thermal growth consideration.
Soft foot checking.
Tolerance selection in built-in tables.
Save and recall of machine geometry makes the job easier and saves time.
Hard-copy alignment reports in any printer set as default on your Windows 
network (USB or Wi-fi).
Save of machine alignments allows records.
Maximum distance recommended: 5 meters.
Minimun distances recommended: 40 mm.
Measurement accuracy: + - 0.015 mm (in sensor central area).

SEND - RECEIVER LASER HEAD WITH BLUETOOH COMMUNICATION

Red ray (670nm), low power Class IIIa laser  (2 mW).
Detector: 10 * 10 mm, 1 micron intrinsic resolution.
Optical interference filter.
Solid state precision electronic inclinometer (+- 0.5 º).
Microprocessor with Bluetooth communication and 16 bits A/D converter.
Smart Li-Ion battery with leds charge status indicator.
Intelligent power management for longer battery life.
More than 5 hours battery life  (50% measuring cycle).
Laser security: do not look directly into the laser beam (class IIIa, 2 mW laser).
Head size (approximate) 50 mm * 60 mm * 140 mm + Bluetooth antenna.
Housing material: Aircraft anodized aluminum (milled from a solid block).
Protection: IP64.

PRISMA

Precision, Bk7 crystal.
Precision micrometer screw for laser ray horizontal adjustment.
Lateral screws for vertical adjustment.
Small size prisma head  (aprox) 34 mm * 60 mm * 76 mm.
Housing material: Aircraft anodized aluminium.

COMPUTER OPTIONS

The  LABlue  software runs under any of Windows operating systems (8, 7, Vista, 
and XP). 
Depending on the kind of environment you can choose between a standard 
computer or a rugged computer designed for industrial use that complies with IP65 
protection and MIL-STD-810G.

UNIVERSAL BRACKETS

Compact chain-type bracket set for diameters between 15 mm (5/8¨) and more 
than 200 mm (8¨).
Includes two rod sets of different lengths.
Material: Aircraft anodized aluminium and stainless steel.

TRANSPORT CASE

High impact ABS case (dust-sand proof, IP 67, watertight, extreme weather, military 
Spec-4150J, airline safe ATA 300) with foam interior.

OPTIONAL BRACKETS

Magnetic brackets
Extra thin brackets

sales@divitaengineering.com

www.divitaengineering.com
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